THE XL FAMILY OF MOBILE RADIOS

Go with Confidence. Go with Connectivity.
YOUR VEHICLE JUST GOT MORE POWERFUL

Your job takes you into challenging locations, sometimes far from your team. With different terrains and demands you face, you’ll know the XL FAMILY of Mobile Radios will help keep you connected to the people and information you need to do your job well.

CONNECT IN MORE PLACES
The single-band XL-185M and multiband XL-200M deliver robust voice and data over nationwide LTE that is AT&T® and Verizon certified and FirstNet Ready™. Built-in LTE connectivity transforms these rugged P25 mobiles into an on-the-go communications hub, providing hot spot capabilities to help keep you connected through an LMR or LTE network where you’re needed.

XL FAMILY FAMILIARITY
The XL FAMILY of Mobile Radios continues our heritage of equipping First Responders to do their work remarkably well. Engineered to have the same powerful features as the XL portable radios including exceptional audio, an intuitive interface, GPS and built-in encryption, the XL mobiles will help you maximize efficiency and performance even in challenging environments.
READY TO ROLL
With the XL FAMILY of Mobile Radios, you’re ready to go with decades of L3Harris experience behind you.

In an emergency or at a remote location, you need to get things done quickly and efficiently. The XL FAMILY of Mobile Radios have an intuitive user interface, high-visibility display and are engineered for the unique demands of Utilities and Public Safety—letting you get behind the wheel with confidence.

XL FAMILY OF MOBILE RADIOS KEY FEATURES

AUDIO EXCELLENCE
Includes up to 5 speaker outputs and a tough, ergonomic digital microphone that delivers crystal clear audio and advanced noise cancellation.

STANDARD WI-FI®, BLUETOOTH® AND GPS
Enhanced connectivity options come standard so you can go more places.

SECURE, RUGGED AND RELIABLE
Multiple encryption options keep communications protected. Meets MIL-STD-810G standards for tough conditions.

INTUITIVE USER INTERFACE
High-visibility 3.3-inch color LCD display, 8 programmable buttons and simple menu access.

MODULAR DESIGN
A standard rail-mount system supports flexible mounting configurations, reducing total cost of ownership.

NATIONWIDE LTE RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX
Choose the option of having SIM card already installed and ready for activation.

FIRSTNET.®
Built with AT&T
READY
L3Harris Technologies is an agile global aerospace and defense technology innovator, delivering end-to-end solutions that meet customers’ mission-critical needs. The company provides advanced defense and commercial technologies across air, land, sea, space and cyber domains.

FirstNet and FirstNet Ready are registered trademarks and service marks of the First Responder Network Authority.